
III. Court information

Countries Answers

Albania  The CPC and the CrPC foresee specific rules about the information on trials, but they are almost identical provisions.  

Croatia

Czech Rep

Germany

Greece
Processing of information of different cases is regulated by a unified legislation and specifically by law 2472/1997.

Latvia

Lithuania

Moldova

European Conference on Courts and Communication                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                    Questionnaire

1. Is there a unified legislation for the information on different cases (criminal, civil, administrative), or do they differ according to 
procedure type?

There are provisions pertaining to the publicity of trials and court decisions in the Constitution (Art. 119.), the Information Access Code and in 
different procedural codes - the Civil procedure code, Criminal procedure Code and the Administrative Code.

There is no specific legislation in this respect; in some types of proceedings the information is kept confidential (e.g. cases concerning minors, 
juvenile offenders, adoption proceedings etc.)

Generally there are three different forms of getting information on cases:
First by attending the hearing (“Mündliche Verhandlung”) by the interested persons.
Second by public or press-statements given by the courts.
Third by an inspection of the files by any interested person.
Ad 1. As in Germany all hearings in general are public, anybody can freely access them (see answers to questions 2 ff. in section I of this 
questionnaire).
Ad 2. The information on certain cases given to the public by the court administration always is anonymised, i.e. the names of the parties and 
other individual details are not published.
Ad 3. For the inspection of files there are different regulations in the different codes of procedure for criminal, civil and administrative law 
(Strafprozessordnung - StPO -, Zivilprozessordnung - ZPO - and Verwaltungsgerichtsordnung - VwGO).

There is unified legislation for the information on different cases. These issues are examined in Regulation No 123 issued by the Cabinet of 
Ministers (Ministru kabineta 2009.gada 10.februāra noteikumi Nr. 123 “Noteikumi par tiesu informācijas publicēšanu mājaslapā internetā un 
tiesu nolēmumu apstrādi pirms to izsniegšanas”).
I think that legislation for the information on different cases is quite unified, however, there are same differences, depending on different cases 
(criminal, civil, administrative).  

In Republic of Moldova it is a unified legislation for the information of cases. It doesn’t differ to the procedure. No the legislation does not differ 
according to procedure



Serbia In Serbia, the legislation is different according to the procedure type.

Slovenia

2. What are the most important elements of the information on court cases?

Answers

Albania  The date and hour of hearings; the name of the judge; parties’ names; object to litigation; cause of the delay of the hearing; final decision.

Croatia

Czech Rep

Germany

Greece
The kind of Court litigation, the importance of this litigation for other social matters, the social and professional status of the litigant parties.  

Latvia

Legislation concerning information on court cases is mostly unified; however there are some special provisions regarding giving information on 
criminal cases (see Article 10 of Court Rules). 

The access to the information on court cases is provided by:
- consulting court documents
- attending public hearings
-  publishing information on official internet sites
-  answering specific question 
The provided information never includes a comment of a court decision or the anticipated outcome of the trial. 

 Before the hearing, courts can give information on the date and time of the hearing, file number, and names of the parties to the proceedings, 
with the exceptions listed in para. 1. above. Other information is not provided. Those interested must attend the hearing if it is public. After the 
hearing, the court can inform about what the decision was. Under the Free Access to Information Act, courts can also provide the entire written 
judgment, but any information that may identify the people must be deleted (names, addresses, etc.).
For public information by the court see answer above (III. 1.).
For an inspection of the files the applicant who is not one of the parties of the court case needs to point out an own “legal interest”. If a legal 
interest has to be affirmed, the head of the court has to weigh the interests (of the parties on the one hand, of the applicant on the other hand) 
and then has to decide by discretion whether he admits the inspection of the files or not.

For non-participants of the case information is provided by hearings calendar (schedule of cases). It contains information about court; hearing 
type (closed or opened); hearing date, time and place; the case and the archive number; information about participants of the case; information 
about the essence of the case; information about judges who are appointed to adjudicate the case.



Lithuania

Moldova Information on court case is published on the website of the court, and daily it is presented on court billboard

Serbia The most important elements are information on parties, the case and court decision.

Slovenia

3. In the case of limitation of the publicity of a trial, how is information published on the case?

Answers

Albania  Information is published anyway, because the system does not provide data protection.

Croatia Even in the proceedings where the public is excluded or limited, the final decision is always made public (apart for the reasons of the decision).

Czech Rep The hearing is not public and limited scope of information is provided.  See also point III.1. above. The judgment is always announced publicly.

Germany See answer above (III. 1. ad 2.).

Greece

Latvia

Lithuania Information on the case is published depersonalised in the case of limitation of the publicity of trial. 

Moldova

In all court, the consideration of cases shall be public. A closed court sitting may be held in order to protect the secrecy of private life of the 
human being or his family, also if the public consideration of the case may disclose a State, professional, or commercial secret (article 117 of 
the Constitution). This rule is implemented in procedural law. In addition, a closed court sitting may be held, when court takes measures to 
reconcile the parties in civil proceedings. A close hearing of case may be held when accusatory is under eighteen years of age, considering 
sexual offenses, considering other cases for the purpose of preventing publication of information on private life, as well as questioning a witness 
or victim, who has the right to anonymity in criminal proceedings. The court shall order the trial non-public. Hearing is open to all persons except 
children less than sixteen years of age, unless the parties to the proceedings. When the consideration of the case was non-public, the decisive 
part of the judgement shall declared publicly, except for the adoption proceedings.

Courts Rules require that courts should keep the public informed about their work, judgements and legal opinions which might be of public 
interest; on their websites, in publications or other media and also in press conferences.

In Court register the information is published without any previous processing but an illegal disclosure of it presupposes the elimination of 
personal data of trials factors, except from the Court panel. 

If case in accordance to procedural laws shall be tried in closed court session, by publishing of information there is indication that “information is 
not disclosed”.

In the case of limitation of the publicity of a trial, information about date and time is published on the website of the court, and daily it is 
presented on court billboard, but third person are not allowed to assist.



Serbia In that case, the information is published with limitations, such as the protection of identity of a minor.

Slovenia

Answers

Albania

Croatia

Czech Rep

Germany

Greece It depends on the circumstances but generally it results in civil and criminal liability.

Latvia

Lithuania

The aim of limitation of the publicity (non-public nature of proceedings) should be taken into consideration when giving information on such 
cases. Information given should respect the protection of privacy, business interests etc. and is therefore usually general, without data by which 
parties could be identified. 

4. What are the legal consequences of unjustified limitation of the publication activity of trials or court decisions and the publication of 
a closed trial or non-public court decision?

 For the administration of the court they can be administrative measures; as regards the judgment it may be considered as in breach of the 
principle of fair trial. The Information Access Code prescribes fines for all infringements of the right of access to the public information.
Procedural codes regulate legal consequences for specific types of cases - e.g. in civil proceedings, unjustified limitation of the publicity of trial 
renders the decision void (Art. 354/2/10 of the Civil Procedural Code).

Most often the consequence is a disciplinary proceedings; serious breach of law may constitute a criminal offence. Under the Free Access to 
Information Act, courts are inspected by the Ministry of Justice. 

In Germany, the courts do not have the power to restrict the publication activity of trials or court decisions.
See Section 353d of the German Criminal Code (Unlawful disclosure of facts subjudice): Whosoever
1.  publicly makes a communication contrary to a statutory prohibition about a judicial hearing from which the public was excluded or about the 
content of an official document which concerns the matter;
2.  unlawfully and contrary to a duty of silence imposed by the court on the basis of a statute discloses facts which came to his attention in a 
non-public judicial hearing or through an official document which concerns the matter; or

3.  publicly communicates verbatim essential parts or all of the indictment or other official documents of a criminal proceeding, a proceeding to 
impose a summary fine or a disciplinary proceeding before they have been addressed in a public hearing or before the proceeding has been 
concluded
shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding one year or a fine.Apart from that there might be civil law consequences if the publication hurts 
the right of publicity or other personal rights of one of the parties. In this case the party may sue the publisher for the damages sustained.

Publication activity of trials is responsibility of Court Administration and Chief Justice of Court. If information was unjustly limited or published 
confidential materials, consequences will be viewed only from the scope of labour rights as a failure to perform duties.

It is hard to say what would be the legal consequences of unjustified limitation of the publicity of trail or court decisions. May be participants in 
the proceedings could appeal against judge decision of the closed trial or decision to set the case documents are not public, or any person 
could offer to open a disciplinary proceedings against the judge by motivated proposal, when judge’s decision to limit the publicity of trial or 
court decisions is completely unjustified ant unfounded (Article 84 of the Law on Courts). The legal consequences of unjustified publication of a 
closed trial or a non-public court decision are person’s concerned actions for damages.



Lithuania

Moldova

Serbia

Slovenia

5. Are members of the press present at a trial registered or identified or can anyone freely report on it?

Answers

Albania  Anyone can freely report.

Croatia Anyone can appear and freely report from public trials. The attendants are identified and registered at the judge's discretion. 

Czech Rep No registration or identification of people in the audience is done, provided that they do not disrupt the hearing. See point I.5. above.

Germany

Greece

Latvia

Lithuania Members of the press present at a trial are not registered or identified and anyone can freely report on it. 

Moldova About the members of the press present at a trial can anyone freely report on it

Serbia The press can freely report on a trial if the trial is open to the public.

Slovenia

It is hard to say what would be the legal consequences of unjustified limitation of the publicity of trail or court decisions. May be participants in 
the proceedings could appeal against judge decision of the closed trial or decision to set the case documents are not public, or any person 
could offer to open a disciplinary proceedings against the judge by motivated proposal, when judge’s decision to limit the publicity of trial or 
court decisions is completely unjustified ant unfounded (Article 84 of the Law on Courts). The legal consequences of unjustified publication of a 
closed trial or a non-public court decision are person’s concerned actions for damages.

For unjustified limitation of the publication activity of trials or court decision, or publication of non public decision, judge could be punished by 
Judicial Council.If the appellate or supreme court find that a case was court hiring was public instead of non public instead of secret it can 
cassate the judgement. 
Unjustified limitation leads to a sever breech of the procedure and the judge will bear the consequences. The court decision might be abolished 
in this case.

Publication of a closed trial or non-public court decision might have criminal law (punishable offence) and also civil law (damages liability) 
consequences. 

Members of the press present at a trial only are registered and identified if they apply for a reserved seat. Apart of that there is no registration. 
Anyone can freely report on a trial.

The report of a trial of the press is free, when photocameras or cameras are not used. To be permitted the use of cameras is necessary a 
previous decision of the Court, which should bear in mind the opinion of litigant parties and the consequences of publicity for them.

There are not such rules containing obligation for the press members present at a trial to be registered or identified. Anyone can freely report. 
However court can restrict filming, photographing or other activities of press that might interfere court session.

In principle any person (of full age) can attend a public trial and also comment on it. As already said, every visitor of court building should identfy 
himself as determined in Court Rules and in house rules of single court. 



Answers

Albania  There are no provisions.

Croatia

Czech Rep

Germany For the press the same rules do apply as for the public in general (see answers above, I, 6.)

Greece

Latvia

Lithuania

Moldova

Serbia
Confidential information are subjected to the Law on data protection and the press is obliged to keep them confidential.

Slovenia

Answers

Albania Yes.

6. How is confidential information, such as personal data and privacy (personal, medical, financial, etc.) protected besides granting free 
reporting about the case?

In public proceeding, the press and the public are entitled to attend public court hearings, so in that context all the personal information that is 
disclosed there is disclosed publicly. When reporting from the public trials, the press are restricted by the ethical code that stipulates the respect 
of integrity and dignity of the parties.

It cannot be protected given that the hearing is public. Anyone in the audience can listen to this information, but there are general restrictions on 
publishing such information outside the courtroom. See point I.13. and I.14. above.

Only through civil and penal sanctions, which can be imposed after an action or sue of affected persons. Yet it is to mention, that the penal 
procedure during preliminary proceedings is conducted under secrecy against all parties, participated or not.  

Confidential information is protected by trialing the case in a closed or partially closed court session so press members presence is not allowe 
on such cases. If members of press are present on open court session, they are liable for respecting the privacy of other persons. In civil 
litigation there might be later brought actions against press members seeking to recover damages for pecuniary or non-pecuniary loss.
Confidential information, such as personal data and privacy (personal, medical, financial, etc.), is not providing or if it is possible to protect the 
information, it is providing depersonalised.  

In case when the trial hiring is public, and examination of personal data are also public, any person present person have to behave according 
with Law on protection of personal data.

Primarily by the exclusion of the public from main hearing or its part, as already explained in part I of this questionnaire. Furthermore, according 
to amended Courts Act judge or panel should take measures for protection of all personal data in files, including blocking or erasing them when 
necessary. 

7. May litigants and their representatives give information freely to the press about public trials or the conclusions of the court decision 
to third parties, or are they bound to confidentiality rules?



Croatia

Czech Rep Yes, they may, but there are general restrictions on publishing such information outside the courtroom. See point I.13. and I.14. above.

Germany
See answer III. 4.

Greece
It depends on the kind of Court litigations. In any case anyone who publish personal data must respect the above mentioned legislation.

Latvia

Lithuania

Moldova

Serbia

Slovenia

Answers

Albania No.

Croatia No.

Czech Rep

Germany

The litigants may freely give information about public trials or the conclusions of the court decision to third parties but it is not allowed to 
publically comment on any court decision while the proceedings are pending and on the judgment until it is final (i.e. until after appeals have 
been exhausted or waived).The legal representatives are legally obliged to confidentiality to their clients.

There are not such confidentiality rules, so litigants and their representatives may give information freely to the press about public trials or the 
conclusions of the court decision to third parties. Advocates as representatives have stricter rules of confidentiality regarding to their clients. 
There are also some exceptions in criminal cases during the investigation, but not during the hearing of case in court. Litigants are liable for 
respecting the privacy of other persons. If they fail to comply this obligation, there might be attempts in court to bring civil proceeding actions on 
damages
Litigants and their representatives may give information freely to the press about public trial or the conclusions of the court decision to the third 
parties. They are not bound to confidentiality rules.  

litigants and their representatives could give information freely to the press about public trials or the conclusions of the court decision to third 
parties. They are not bound to confidentiality rules
The press may freely give information about public trials to third parties. They are bound to confidentiality rules only if the trial has been 
proclaimed non-public.

If information is freely accessible, it may be freely given to the press. If information is confidential, the trial should not be public and the litigants 
would be bound to confidentiality rules.   

8. May officials (prosecutors, prison guards, policemen) working in the trial process ask for the protection of their personal data from 
being published in the press?

The identity of prison guards or police officers is not public as opposed to that of the prosecutor and both professional and lay judges. See point 
I.8. above.

There are no legal restrictions. In Germany, however, the press does not publish personal data of the officials (except for the names in some 
cases).



Greece The personal data of trials officials, except those from Court panel, are protected such as any other data.

Latvia

Lithuania

Moldova

Serbia
Prosecutors, prison guards or policeman can ask the protection of their personal data if they want to.

Slovenia

Answers

Albania Yes.

Croatia

Czech Rep The presentation of those as pieces of evidence does not change their confidential character outside the courtroom. 

Germany

Greece

Latvia

Lithuania This information can’t be freely published in court reportings. 

Moldova All these kind of documents are not published in court reporting, but these documents are reflected in court decision. 

Officials (prosecutors, prison guards, policemen) might ask for protection of their personal data from being published directly to the press 
members, their media agencies or publishers. However it is not possible to ask the court to take some actions or further steps to prevent 
personal data from being published.

Generally officials can’t ask for protection of their personal data from being published in the press, but same information, for example, living 
address, is protected from being published. 

The legislation in Republic of Moldova doesn’t provide the possibility for officials working in the trial process to apply for the protection of their 
personal data. 

No, these data are public information, since the APIA contains a specific provision that information related to the execution of public functions or 
employment relationship of the civil servant (prosecutor, recording clerk, prison guards, policemen) is not protected, except if data is defined as 
classified or if this information would harm criminal, civil or other court procedure. 

9. May documents, photographs, audio and video recordings be freely published in court reportings that are normally confidential 
(medical records, phone call list, bank statements)?

The protection of private date is ensured by provisions authorising judges and court clerks not to allow access to personal information of the 
parties and the witnesses to unauthorised third parties (art. 91. of The Law on Courts)

As in Germany reportings of a trial do not include visual and audio material (any recordings within the trial are prohibited, cf. sec. 169 GVG), 
there are no documents, photographs, audio and video recordings of the hearing itself which could be at the court reporters’ disposal.
Documents, photographs, audio and video recordings, that are normally confidential (medical records, phone call list, bank statements) cannot 
be freely published in court reportings when they hurt the personality of the litigants.

If it is necessary, court have rights to change trial type from open to closed or partially closed court session on purpose to protect confidential 
information. This question is more about proficiency of judges – how they are skilful and ingenious to make court reporting in brief, clear and 
correct manner without mentioning of any unnecessary information.



Serbia Such documents cannot be freely published in the press.

Slovenia

Answers

Albania No, they cannot.

Croatia

Czech Rep
No.

Germany
The same rules as for anybody do apply (see answers above, III, 1. ad 3.)

Greece

Latvia

Lithuania

Moldova

Serbia
The members of the presss are not allowed to consult court documents

Slovenia

Yes, if this information is considered a freely accessible under the provisions of APIA. If this information is considered personal data under 
specific provisions of the Personal Data Protection Act, or if it is considered as a business secret under the provisions of the Commercial 
Companies Act, etc., the information shouldn't be published. 

10. Are members of the press entitled to consult court documents (both electronic and paper-based) and who gives authorization for 
that?

The litigants and their representatives are entitled to consult court documents and no specific authorisation is required.Any member of the public 
with legal interest and members of the press can request information from the court spokesperson, and the access is authorised by the 
spokesperson, upon obtaining permission from the presiding judge. 

Members of the press are not entitled to consult all court documents (both electronic and paper-based), but only the published court decisions. 
The Head of the Administration Committee of the Court gives authorization for that. 

As already mentioned in reply on question 12 (about data management with regard to judicial activity) accessibility to court documents is 
granted only to the participants of the case. Other persons can gain accessibility to court documents after the final judgement, only if they 
indicate purpose and the case have been trialed in an open court session. Therefore members of the press are entitled to consult court 
documents during the proceeding only if particular media agency, newspaper, TV or radio channel is party of this case.

They aren’t entitled to consult court documents, when the case is considering is court, but when the case is closed, they can consult court 
documents like any other person, and authorisation gives for that president of the court. 

Members of the press are not entitled to consult court documents during it.s examination. Member press has access just to the information that 
is published on court website 

According to provisions of the Media Act journalists are in a privileged position compared to other applicants for access to public information – 
under the afore mentioned act they have the right to demand not only existing documents, but also responses to questions. The reasons for 
refusing  access to documents are the exceptions, stipulated in APIA. The time for the court to reply is shorter: 7 working days (in APIA is 20 
working days), but if access is going to be denied, the journalist has to be informed about that in 1 working day.



Answers

Albania Yes, there are no restrictions.

Croatia Yes.

Czech Rep

Germany See answer above (III. 9.).

Greece

Latvia

Lithuania
I think the press can freely dispose of the lawfully acquired information.

Moldova

Serbia
If the information is acquired legally, it can be published.

Slovenia

12. How is freedom of the press enforced in the case of the judicial bodies? 

Answers

Albania The press can report anything freely.

11. Can the press freely dispose of the lawfully acquired information (e.g. publish, forward to other members of the press), as well as 
audio and video recordings?

Yes, with certain limitations. See point I.13 and I.14. above. Audio recordings of the hearing may be taken after notifying the presiding judge; 
audio and video recordings may only be taken with the consent of the presiding judge. Consent of the presiding judge is also needed for any live 
broadcasting. 

The press cannot freely dispose of the lawfully acquired information (e.g. publish, forward to other members of the press), as well as audio and 
video recordings when the publication hurts the personality of the litigant.

Yes, lawfully acquired information, as well as audio and video recordings can be freely disposed. Freedom of press also grants protection of 
information about provider of news. 

Yes, the press can freely dispose of the lawfully acquired information (e.g. publish, forward to other members of the press), as well as audio and 
video recordings

Yes, the press can freely dispose with the information, if the information is lawfully acquired under the provisions of Media Act and/or APIA. It 
should be noted that for audio and video recording a different, more strict regime, applies. Recordings by camera are not permitted in the 
courtroom. However, the Criminal Procedure Act states that the president of the Supreme Court may exceptionally authorise such recordings at 
a particular main hearing. Recording can be limited to the beginning of the trial or to the pronouncing of the judgment of an individual criminal 
case. The use of these video recordings may be limited to a single publication or broadcast in the media in relation to information provided by 
the media in the criminal case. Video recordings of members of the senate without their explicit consent are prohibited. Recording of other 
hearings, such as hearings in civil and other procedures, is not permitted. 



Croatia
Members of the press can freely attend hearings in public trials and obtain information about specific proceedings from the court spokesperson.

Czech Rep

Germany

Greece The names of the members of the judicial bodies are known to the litigants and the public that watches a trial in court.

Latvia

Lithuania

Moldova In every court is disseminated a person who is responsible to communicate with press, about court activity or cases.

Serbia The freedom of the press is required by the Law on public information.

Slovenia

13. How is freedom of the press enforced in the case of the organisation for the central administration of courts?

Answers

Albania The same.

Croatia
All the information can be obtained from the spokesperson of the Ministry of justice.

Czech Rep

Germany The Freedom of Information Act (see above answer II. 6.) also applies for all press members.

Greece The court reporters are entitled to publish information about the court and the trials.

No specific procedure for that. There is a possibility to file a complaint with the President of the Court in question, who is entitled to enforce 
compliance with rules on the part of court staff members, including judges (but not entitled to interfere in the decision-making of the 
judge/panel). In case of the serious breaches, the President of the Court or the Minister of Justice may initiate disciplinary proceedings.
For the Federal Courts there is no specific legislation concerning the press, but the freedom of press is granted by the constitution (Art. 5 Abs. 1 
S. 2 GG). In the states there are specific freedom of press acts.

Freedom of press and respect for privacy of persons (also if they are the judicial bodies) is too complicated matter for brief answer. There are 
not any specific restrictions for freedom of the press to report about judicial bodies.

The judicial bodies must have a website ant provide public information about court like public institution, have a person, responsible for contacts 
with the public (spokesman) and provision of public information. 

To ensure the freedom of the press in the case of the judicial bodies, the right to access to documents is granted, the courts, according to 
provisions of Media Act, have a duty to answer to media questions. In addition, free reporting from outside the courts and regulated audio-video 
recordings are also allowed. 

There is no specific procedure. If a journalist does not get the requested information informally, he/she can file a request for information the 
same way as any other person (see part II. above). As the central administration of courts is the Ministry of Justice, standard means of political 
responsibility apply. 



Latvia The same as it is in the case with judicial bodies.

Lithuania

Moldova

Serbia The freedom of the press is required by the Law on public information.

Slovenia
As stated above (part II., question 11), this question refers to an organization that does not exist in Slovenian judicial system.

14. Who is entitled to inspect the implementation of the regulations on court reportings?

Answers

Albania  There are no regulations.

Croatia The Office of the Commissioner, as regulated by the Information Access Code.

Czech Rep President of the Court or the Minister of Justice, see point III.12. above.

Germany

Greece The implementation of the regulations on court reportings is inspected by the National Broadcasting Board.

Latvia

Lithuania

Moldova

Serbia
I am not familiar with this (because the inspection hasn’t been applied).

Slovenia
No specific regulation which governs the supervision of the implementation of the regulation on court reportings exists.

The central organisation for the administration of courts is the National Court Administration in Lithuania. The judicial information system 
LITEKO is administered by The National Court Administration, as well as the special web page, which publishes courts notification prescribed 
by law.

Central administration of court/ Judicial Council/- disseminated a person responsable to comunicate with press. Also press representative hes 
the posibility to asist to judicial council sesions.

There is no special board entitled by law to inspect the implementation. However, the press can take legal action to enforce its rights. Moreover 
there exists the "German Press Council" (Deutscher Presserat), which is a body of voluntary self-monitoring of the press.

Ministry of Justice inspects district (city) courts and regional courts. The Supreme Court and The Constitutional Court are not inspected by any 
institution.

The National Courts Administration, The State Data Protection Inspectorate controls provisioning information related to personal data, the 
Inspector of Journalist Ethics and the Children Right Ombudsman Institution controls provisioning information related to minors and others. 

The implementation of regulation regarding court reporting is inspected by judicial inspection of Supreme Council of Magistracy, and also  by the 
court administration.



15.  What kinds of debates are raised by the issue of broadcasting and what future legislation tasks do you predict?

Answers

Albania

Croatia
Mostly debates concerning the press reporting from criminal trials, regarding the protection of the presumption of innocence.

Czech Rep

Germany See answer I. 15.

Greece
 I predict that the protection of the personality of the litigants will have to make progress against the freedom of the press.

Latvia

Lithuania The debates are raise about publishing depersonalized court decisions. 

Moldova

Serbia

Slovenia

Debates are made especially regarding the independence of the judiciary and the way the press may affect that. There should be some clear 
rules about gathering and broadcasting information and the behavior of press in courts.

There is a discussion on admissibility of video recording and live broadcasting of court hearings that came up in cases where politicians are 
tried for corruption. Now the decision whether to allow these or not is up to the presiding judge in each case. See pointIII.11. above.  

There have been debates about the necessity to issue communication guidelines. The aim of such guidelines could be to promote the image of 
justice as an open public body to the public, in order to provide public with information on the work of the courts, the nature of the system, 
judicial decisions, and to promote public confidence in the judiciary.Communication guidelines would serve as an implementation tool of 
common communication policy, since they could involve court communication principles as well as practical suggestions that would improve the 
quality of communication.

Some time are raised debates because of information broadcasting by the press, some information is taken out of context. I would like that 
legislation provides for the press just the possibility to draw the court trial during the hiring, and not to record them.
In my opinion, the trials should be open, but this might lead to misabuse regarding the objectiveness of a judge and it imposes a kind of 
pressure.

The legislation will probably go towards a proactive media approach. The debates might be raised on the regulations for the use of different 
communication devices, which could be used for social networking (for example Twitter) during the court hearings.


